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Eight Perish in Lewiston Plane Crash
by Karen Elias
News Editor
Eight people were killed near
Lewiston/Auburn Airport on
Sunday when Bar Harbor Airlines
flight 1808 crashed shortly before
it was scheduled to land. Investi¬
gators from the National Trans¬
portation Safety Board are still
trying to determine the cause of
the crash.
Among the passengers were Sa¬
mantha Smith, 13, and her farther
Arthur Smith, 45, of Manchester,
Maine. In 1983, Samantha Smith
paid a well-publicized visit to the
Soviet Union at the invitation of
Soviet Premier Yuri Andropov.
She had written the late Premier
a letter asking him “why you want
to conquer the world, or at least
our country.” Andropov invited
Samantha, along with her family,

to see for herself that the Soviet
Union was a peace loving country.
Amid massive publicity, Sa¬
mantha Smith visited the Soviet
Union, and continued as an un¬
official peace envoy. More re¬
cently she had been filming a tele¬
vision adventure series called Lime
Street, with Robert Wagner. Sa¬
mantha and her father, Arthur
Smith, 45, a former professor of
English at the University of
Maine, were returning from Lon¬
don, where the television series
was being filmed.
The pilot and first officer were
identified as Roy Fraunhoter, 37,
and David Owen, 23. Both were
from the Bangor area.
The four other passengers were
identified as Alan Saveall, 28, of
Waterville, Joanne Reilly, 53, of
San Diego, Earl Dunphy, 57, of

Louisiana, and attorney James C.
Eastman, 58, of Washington,
D.C.
Bar Harbor flight 1808 from
Boston was the combination of
two flights, one destined for Au¬
burn, the other headed for Au¬
gusta. Because the Auburn flight
was delayed, and the one to Au¬

gusta underbooked, the two were
combined at Logan Airport in
Boston.
The plane left Logan in drizzly,
foggy weather. About 5 minutes
before the plane was scheduled to
land, the pilot radioed the Auburn
airport with a routine question
about weather conditions. Ac¬

cording to airline officials, the fi¬
nal conversation was normal.
The Beecncraft-99 aircraft was
apparently Hying about 150 feet
too low, and it skimmed tree tops
before exploding upon impact.
Rescue workers arrived at the
crash site, within a few minutes,
but found no survivors.

by Joseph King
Editor-in-chief
Large House Parties on Frye
and Wood Street may become a
thing of the past as a result of the
recently adopted drinking age of
21 in the state of Maine. On July
1, 1985 the legal drinking age was
raised from 20 to 21 in response
to new federal regulations man¬
dating a national standard.
Although the basic alcohol pol¬
icy of Bates remains unchanged,
:ertain restrictions will apply to
outdoor house parties on Frye and
Wood Streets.
Assistant Dean of the College
James Reese stressed that Bates
will more stringently enforce the
existing college policy in response
to an escalating number of com¬
plaints in recent years regarding
noise and public drunkenness.
Local residents and the Lewiston
Police Department have, in the
past, expressed displeasure at the
numerous disturbances at many
house parties.
“The law is a reality. It is de¬
signed to eliminate irresponsible
drinkers between 18-21. Many of
us feel students between 18-21 can
drink responsibly as evidenced by
past years when the law allowed
18-year-olds to purchase alco¬
hol,” stated Reese.
Smaller house parties will still
be allowed and will remain open
to all students regardless of age,
providing the number of guests
does not violate safety and fire
codes.
Library terrace parties will be
encouraged in an effort to move
larger outdoor gatherings closer to
the center of campus. The policy
regarding Roger Williams, Hedge,

Page and Wentworth Adams re¬
mains unchanged.
A tougher stance will apply to
sales at the door, according to
Reese. Houses which violate this
rule will risk possible suspension
of future activities. Arrangments
for alternative beverages at all
parties will be required before ap¬
proval is granted to any organi¬
zation or house council.
An indentification system will
be incorporated in order to rec¬
ognize underage drinkers who may
or may not be served depending
on the discretion of those individ¬
uals who are sponsoring the party.
“The police are not interested
in coming to Bates. We should po¬
lice ourselves by eliminating ticket
sales at the door and prohibiting
the admission of high school stu¬
dents,” Reese stated.

Final touches are applied to the new football field. The new field is just one of the many projects undertaken
by the college this summer.
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New Drinking Age
Threatens House
Parties
Construction Continues

$4.1M Arts Center to Open in 1986
by Karen Elias
News Editor
At the moment, the Olin Arts
and Music Center is little more
than a skeleton, but in one year’s
time it will become a much needed
addition to college life.
“In September 1986,” says
Dean of the College James W.
Carignan, “We are going to be
walking through that front door.”
The Arts Center will house re¬
hearsal and performance halls for
music and dance, as well as space

for fine arts classes, and a new art
gallery.
By this winter, the frame will be
closed in so that work will con¬
tinue inside all winter.
The new Arts Center will func¬
tion as a lecture building for other
departments as well. A 300 seat
performance hall will also be the
largest lecture hall on campus.
For the art department there will
be separate studios for photogra¬
phy, print-making, painting, and

ceramics.
The music department Will ben¬
efit from the superior acoustics of
the new concert and rehearsal
halls, as well as the addition of a
computer music room and a re¬
cording studio. The limited num¬
ber of class rooms and practice
rooms in the basement of Petti¬
grew will no longer be a problem
for music students, because of the
addition of these facilities in the
new building by next fall.

Frye Street Union: a Benefiting Beautiful Building
by Laura C. Smith
Assistant Editor
“Eight women are losing the
benefits of this elegant house while
the entire campus gains the bene¬
fits from it,” stated Frye Street
Union Resident Coordinator Kelly
Armstrong ’86.
Frye Street Union, formerly
Women’s Union, will be housing
three students: John Fiske ’86 and
Daniel Ludden ’86, along with
Armstrong. This is opposed to the
11 women in the past years: the
former living spaces have been
converted into conference, game,
and studying rooms.
Durable furniture has been pur¬
chased, and the Bates campus will
shortly benefit from the addition

of a wide screen television, a VCR,
ping-pong tables, and a pool ta¬
ble.
Said Armstrong, “We are going
to let the students’ needs shape the
building.” Use of the building will
mostly revolve around activities
which generate a smaller appeal on
the campus and until this time
have had no comfortable outlet.
Faculty seminars, poetry readings,
old movies'; trivial pursuit
matches, and happy hours are
among the activities expected in
the Union.
This project has been labeled as
Dean of the College James W.
Carignan’s “baby”. His last ma¬
jor project involved getting all
freshmen into Freshmen Centers,

which at that time received a lot
of opposition. Presently, all fresh¬
men are assigned to Freshmen
Centers; Dean Carignan’s idea
worked.
His most recent project has also
received some Hack, mostly due to
the overcrowding situation.
Nevertheless, workers have com¬
pleted construction, and furniture
and recreational equipment
shortly will be moved into the
building.

The date and hours which the
Union will be open have not been
decided as of yet. According to
Armstrong, “a lot is still up in the
air.” A Frye Street Union Com¬
mittee will be established within
this week to iron out the last min¬
ute details, according to the RC.
One rule she is aware of, how¬
ever, deals with alcohol. There will
be a “No Kegs” policy in the
Union, although mixed drinks will
be permitted.

“I think this is something that
our campus really needs” stated
Armstrong. She continued by say¬
ing, “I always hear complaints
about a lacking social life, and
now we have a place for students
to use their creativity.”

This house, with all of its
beauty, elegance, and modern
toys, will update the campus on
the whole. Events from poetry
readings to a gang of football en¬
thusiasts glued to the large screen
t.v. are expected.
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National Poverty Rate Dives to 14.4%
The decline in the poverty rate
last year was the first since 1978
and the biggest since 1968. How¬
ever, last year’s rate was also the
third-highest since 1966, exceeded
only by rates of 15.3 percent in
1983 and 15 percent in 1982. In
1980, the year before Mr. Reagan
took office, the poverty rate was
13 percent.
A family of four was classified
as poor if it had cash income of
less than $10,609 in 1984. The of¬
ficial poverty level is adjusted each
year to reflect changes in the Con¬
sumer Price Index.
The official poverty measure¬
ment omits the value of noncash

benfits such as food stamps, Med¬
icaid and housing subsidies.
Gordon W. Green Jr., assistant
chief of the Census Bureau’s pop¬
ulation division, said, “The re¬
duction in poverty last year oc¬
curred basically for all demo¬
graphic groups.” He attributed
the gains mainly to the economic
recovery which brought with it a
decline in the civilian unemploy¬
ment rate from 9.6 percent in 1983
to 7.5 percent in 1984.
The overall poverty rate for
black Americans declined by 1.9
percentage points, from 35.7 per¬
cent in 1983 to 33.8 percent in
1984, the bureau said. The num¬

ber of poor blacks declined by
398,000, to 9.5 million, it said.
The poverty rate for whites
dropped from 12.2 percent in 1983
to 11.5 percent in 1984. The rate
for Hispanic people rose slightly,
from 28.1 percent in 1983 to 28.4
percent in 1984, but Census Bu¬
reau officials said the change was
not statistically significant. They
said it could have resulted from an
error that occurred by chance be¬
cause they surveyed a sample of
the population rather than mak¬
ing a complete count.
Census Bureau figures show
that the poverty rate declined
more rapidly for the elderly than

World News in Summary
Argentine to be
Behind Bars
for 10 Years

ordered tried by Mr. Alfonsin
have been arrested and are on
trial. The trial of the nine former
military rulers will reopen next
month.

BUENOS AIRES,—An Argen¬
tine court today sentenced a for¬
70 Year Old
mer rebel leder to 10 years in
prison for taking part in political
Journalist
violence during the late 1970’s.
becomes President
The rebel, Ricardo Obregon
Cano, a leader of the MontoneSINGAPORE,
(Reuters)—
ros, was the first defendent to be Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew to¬
sentenced in the trials of rebel and day named Wee Kim Wee, head of
military leaders who took part in the state-run broadcasting corpo¬
Argentinas “dirty war.”
ration, as Singapore’s president.
Immediately after taking office
Mr. Wee, 70 years old, a former
in December 1983, President Raul journalist and diplomat, will reAlfonsin ordered Mr. Cano, six i place Devan Nair, who resigned
other leftist leaders, and nine for¬ ! five months ago after announcing
mer military leaders tried for that he was an alcoholic.
crimes committed during the late
Mr. Wee’s appointment will be
1970’s.
formally approved by Parliament
Mr. Cano, the former governor Friday. He is the fourth president
of the northern province of Cor¬ since Singapore gained indepen¬
dova, was tried on charges of “il¬ dence 20 years ago.
licit association” with the guer¬
Mr. Wee is the first Singapo¬
rilla group.
rean of Chinese ancestry to be¬
Five of the other leftist leaders come president.

Dateline: Lewiston
Gravel bank buries
youngster alive

Thompson said. “There are no air
pockets in gravel, so he was with¬
out air for a long time.”
The boy was transported to
An 11-year-old New Gloucester Central Maine Medical Center in
boy was killed Tuesday when a Lewiston by United Ambulance
sandbank collapsed on him in a Service. Doctors attempted to re¬
sandpit near his home.
vive the youth, but he was pro¬
New Gloucester Police Chief nounced dead shortly after ar¬
Herbert Thompson said Bradford rival, according to a hospital
Marshall, son of James and Be¬ spokeswoman.
thany Marshall of Dougherty
Road, was playing at a sandpit on
Snow Hill Road with two young Mobile home
relatives when the accident oc¬
fire bombed in
curred.
The boy had apparently dug a
South Paris, ME.
hole into the side of the bank and
climbed into the hole with only his
SOUTH PARIS—Investigators
head exposed, Thompson said.
from the State Fire Marshall’s Of¬
The 10 feet of sand above the fice returned-Tuesday to the scene
boy’s head then collapsed, bury¬ of a weekend firebombing here to
ing him completely.
obtain clues and evidence.
The two boys playing with Mar¬
No motive for the incident at
shall ran to call rescue workers, the Isabelle Davis mobile home on
with the call received at 12:31
Elm Hill has been established at
p.m., Thompson said. Members
this time, officials stated. No one
of the New Gloucester Rescue was injured..
group, the Fire Department and
Fire Chief John Bryant said
highway crew tried to dig the boy
Marshall Joseph Menezes of
out, but by the time he was
South Casco was at the scene
reached, he was barely alive.
Tuesday and is heading the inves¬
“They dug with their hands,
tigation. Results of tests on a
shovels, anything they could find
Molotov cocktail bomb found in
to try to get him out of there, but
the trailer after the fire are ex¬
it was just too late. It was too long
pected to be released Friday from
between the time we got the call
the Maine State Police Crime Lab
and the time we got on the scene,”
in Augusta, Bryant said.

France Demands
New Zealand
Explanation
in Ship Disaster
France urged New Zealand to
give it “all the facts” it has on the
blowing up of a ship belonging to
Greenpeace, the antinuclear and
environmentalist group. The ap¬
peal was made a day after the
publication of a French Govern¬
ment report that exonerated
French officials at every level of
any responsibility in the July 10
incident. Prime Minister David
Lange of New Zealand said the
French report was “incredible”
and he demanded a French apol¬
ogy for a “grave breach of sov¬
ereignty.”

Nigerian Army
overthrows
Government
Nigerian officers announced a
coup. The army officers were said
to have overthrown the 20-monthold Government, accusing it of
abusing power and failing to re¬
vive the economy. All communi¬
cations with Nigeria were cut, and
no word was available on the fate
of the Government chief, Maj.
Gen. Mohammed Buhari.

U.S. Flights to
Moscow
May Resume
An air link to Moscow may re¬
sume. Regan Administration of¬
ficials said the United States has
offered to open negotiations with
the Soviet Union next month on
resuming air service between the
two countries. Direct flights ended
in 1981 after martial law was im¬
posed in Poland.

Cambodia
in State of
Turmoil
Cambodia is exhausted, iso¬
lated and struggling to develop
nearly seven years after Vietnam¬
ese troops replaced the savage Pol
Pot regime with a Government al¬
lied with Hanoi. Residents say the
Pol Pot troops, known as the
Khmer Rouge, are still able to
strike within 10 miles of the cap¬
ital although the attacks seem to
be infrequent.

for any other age group last year,
falling from 14.2 percent in 1983
to 12.4 percent in 1984. The rate
for people 65 years old and older
is thus two full percentage points
less than the rate for the whole
population and is, according to
Mr. Reagan, “lower than it has
ever been in American history.”
The American Association of
Retired Persons, with 19 million
members, said the data showed
that Social Security was an effec¬
tive tool in reducing poverty, in
part because benefits were ad¬
justed to keep up with the cost of
living.
The poverty rate for families
headed by women declined, ac¬
cording to the bureau, from 36.1
percent in 1983 to 34.5 percent in
1984. The number of people living
in such families declined by
408,000, to 16.4 million, the big¬
gest drop since 1966.
Families headed by women ac¬
counted for 16 percent of all fam¬
ilies and 48 percent of poor fam¬
ilies in 1984, the bureau reported.
Of the 2.1 million black families
below the poverty level, 1.5 mil¬
lion were headed by women.
The poverty rate was 51.7 per¬
cent for families headed by black
women, 53.4 percent for families

headed by Hispanic women, 27.1
percent for those headed by white
women and 34.5 percent for all
families headed by women.
After adjustment to account for
inflation, the bureau said, the me¬
dian income of white families rose
3.3 percent, to $27,690 in 1984.
The median for Hispanic families
rose 6.8 percent, to $18,830, while
the median for black families in¬
creased 1.9 percent, to $15,430.
The number of families with in¬
come above the median is the same
as the number below it.
The poverty rate for black chil¬
dren under the age of 18 was un¬
changed at 46.5 percent. The pov¬
erty rate for Hispanic children un¬
der 18 rose to 39 percent in 1984,
from 37.9 percent in 1983. The
rate for white children declined to
16.5 percent, from 17.5 percent.
The rate for black children un¬
der the age of 6 was higher, rising
from 49.4 percent in 1983 to 51.1
percent in 1984, For Hispanic chil¬
dren under 6, the rate declined
from 41.8 percent in 1983 to 40.6
percent in 1984.
For all children under the age of
6, the poverty rate declined
slightly but remained high, dip¬
ping from 25 percent in 1983 to 24
percent in 1984.

Husband Slains Wife

Pentagon Aborts

Asks For Reprieve

1.8 billion

TALLAHASSEE, Fla., (AP)—
A 76-year-old man serving a life
prison sentence for killing his ail¬
ing wife could leave prison with a
60-day reprieve from Gov. Bob
Graham, attorneys said today.
A reprieve would bypass the
State Cabinet which voted 4 to 2
against Mr. Graham’s recommen¬
dation that the man, Roswell Gil¬
bert, be freed while appealing his
murder conviction.
Sydney McKenzie, the Gover¬
nor’s counsel, said Mr. Graham,
who was out of the state until
Tuesday, was aware that a re¬
prieve was among his options.
Mr. Gilbert, a retired engineer,
shot Emily Gilbert, his wife of 51
years, to death in March. Mrs.
Gilbert, 73, had Alzheimer’s dis¬
ease, which causes progressive
memory loss, and osteoporosis, a
painful ailment in which bones
become increasingly brittle.

Arms Program
The Pentagon halted a key arms
plan after spending $1.8 billion on
the program. This was the first
time a major new weapons pro¬
gram has been suspended in the
production stage since the 1960’s.
Defense Secretary Caspar W.
Weinberger announced an end of
purchases of the Army’s Sergeant
York antiaircraft gun, acknowl¬
edging the performance of the
weapon was “not worth the cost.”

Suspected
Kidnapper Killed:
Man Sentenced
in Death

BATON ROUGE, La., (AP)—
A father who fatally shot a man
suspected of kidnapping and sex¬
ually assaulting his son was given
Florida
a suspended prison term today and
Fruit Fly Quarantine sentenced to five years of proba¬
tion.
Dismissed
The man, Leon Gary Plauche,
had pleaded no contest to man¬
WASHINGTON, (UPI)—The
slaughter in the death of Jeffrey
Agriculture Department today
Doucet, 25 years old, who was
lifted a three-month-old quaran¬
shot in the head in the Baton
tine imposed to stop the spread of Rouge airport in March. 1984.
the Mediterranean fruit fly near
The shooting occurred as de¬
Miami.
puties were returning Mr. Doucet
The emergency quarantine was in handcuffs from California,
imposed May 8 on 90 square miles where he had been arrested on a
of Dade County after the fruit charge of kidnapping Mr.
flies were found in the area. Un¬ Plauche’s 11-year-old son.
der the quarantine, the interstate
Judge Frank Saia of State Dis¬
movement of more than 80 types trict Court sentenced Mr. Plauche,
of fruits, vegetables and plants 39, to supervised probation, in
was restricted.
which Mr. Plauche is to undergo
Agriculture officials ordered treatment for substance abuse and
millions of the flies to be raised in perform 300 hours of community
laboratories and ster i lized.then set i service work.
free in the infested area to provide
Mr. Plauche was indicted for
wild Medflies with infertile mates. second-degree murder,
and
Officials also used pesticides pleaded guilty to manslaughter in
against the wild flies.
May.
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The 1984-85 Year in Review
The 1984-85 Bates sports year
was filled with brilliant accom¬
plishments and bitter disappoint¬
ments for the many Bobcat teams.
Mark Hatch and John Fitzger¬
ald rode the success of the Men’s
Cross Country team to All-Amer¬
ican status under veteran mentor
Walt Slovenski. Sue Flynn also
enjoyed a successful campaign for
the women harriers culminating in
her qualification for the Division
3 NCAA meet.
The field hockey team main¬
tained its tradition as the most cel¬
ebrated fall sports contingent cap¬
turing a third consecutive state ti¬
tle. Paula Pomponi and Monique
Petty were chosen for the all-star
team.
Junior John Boyle smashed the
all-time single season rushing
record in an otherwise disappoint¬
ing campaign for the Fightin’
Bobcats. QB Ron Garrison and
receiver Cliff Hicks led an exciting
passing attack.
Women’s soccer enjoyed their
finest season in history sporting an
8-5-1 mark. Karla Austen and
Laurie Pinchbeck were honored as
first team All-New England selec¬
tions.
Junior Dave Kennedy surpassed
the heralded 1,000 career point

Indoor action from last season.
by Laara C, Smith
Assistant Editor
With so much happening in the
campus of news and sports at
Bates, many may have and should
not have missed some of the events
in the area of Arts.
In the area of visual arts, many
different cultures were repre¬
sented. During the Hirasawa
Symposium in November, not
only did Bates host well known
keynote speakers, but the campus
also held an exhibition of Japa¬
nese art pertaining to the themes
of the symposium. Artists such as
Ifarurtobu, Utamaro, and Yoshitoshi, their works ranging in dates
from the 1900's to the present, had
their work displayed,
Overlooked by so many Bates
students is the Treat Gallery which
hosts many fascinating exhibits.
For example, Joel Babb’s exhibit
was extraordinary as he success¬
fully combined nature and urban
scenes, and created confusing yet
simplistic pieces,
The Goldston Event specifically
featured black art. The late Owen
Dodson had owned and donated
most of the works shown.
Visual arts were by far not the
only art form viewed throughout
the year. In the realm of theater,
Bates students performed in tm
Laura C. Smith
Assistant Editor
Events and issues, ranging from
scholarships to lawsuits, SATs to
guest speakers, admissions over¬
sights to divestment in South Af¬
rica, shook the Bates campus in
the 1984-85 academic year.
News from the Admissions Of¬
fice flowed continuously through¬
out the year. Overcrowding, due
to a class much larger than ex¬
pected, pushed many freshmen
into lounges, kitchens, basements
of dormitories, and even the
Health Center. Libby Woodcock,
Mary Kendall, and Tim Kane, all
Assistant Deans from the Admis¬
sions Office, decided to leave
Bates to pursue other activities.
Virginia Harrison, Vivienne Kaye,
and Karen Kothe have joined the

mark for the mens hoop team and
now threatens the all-time scoring
figure, needing to tally on 257
more points to stand alone at the
top.
Women’s basketball set a new
single season mark in field goal
percentage with sophomore Emily
Gabler establishing an individual
standard of .456.

Sports
Bates hosted a Division I ski
meet in January with competitors
coming from as far away as
Alaska to test the local slopes.
Sophomore Monica Samolis fin¬
ished 20th at the Nationals in the
Giant Slalom, the best ever- finish
of a Bates competitor.
Men’s swimming enjoyed a
banner year sending six Bobcats
to the New England Champion¬
ships including freshman John
Rice who qualified in three events.
Freshman Mindy Wheeler became
the first Bates swimmer to qualify
for the Nationals in Atlanta,
thereby earning the coveted AllAmerican title.
The Division 111 indoor track
championships held at Bates was
the highlight of the sporting year
in Lewiston.
Triple-jumper

Camille McKayle leaped her way
to All-American status at the
AFEB in mid-March. Senior Ja¬
mie Goodberlet once again en¬
joyed fantastic success in the in¬
door campaign gaining All-Amer¬
ican status along the way and
attracting a slew of local media
accolades. Paul Slovenski broke
the indoor pole vault mark of 15
feet on the way to an impressive
performance.
Men’s lacrosse finished at 11-2
but was not invited to the ECAC,
a glaring mistake in light of the
Bobcats victory over highly re¬
garded Bowdoin.
Women’s lacrosse did qualify
for the ECAC’s but fell in the first
round to Tufts.
The softball team captured the
state title with five members se¬
lected to the ALL-Star team.
The baseball team enjoyed an
up-and-down season under vet¬
eran mentor Chick Leahey finish¬
ing with a 14-10 mark but no post¬
season invitation. The Bobcats
completed their final season on
Old Garcelon Field and will play
on the new facility this spring.
The Women’s track team set six
school records in various events on
their way to a sixth place finish at
the NESCAC championships,
major plays— The Rivets first se¬
mester, and The Physicists second
semester—and four student di¬
rected plays -Museeka, Wires, An
Actor's Nightmare, and Beyond
Therapy, During Short-term Pa¬
tience captivated audiences in an¬
other major student production.
The sense of sound can cer^
tainly not be overlooked at Bates,
particularly since so much hap¬
pened last year T he Grateful
Dead, performing m Po rtland sold
out all three nights in the fall and
spring shows. Bates students con¬
tributed to the : audience,: asdid
other Maine college students, and
the ever present'Dead Heads.
On the Bates campus, however,
popular music fans were kept con¬
tent by John Cafferty and the
Beaver Brown Band. The Wait¬
resses also performed during the
Winter Carnival, but disap¬
pointed their audience by leaving
earlier than scheduled.
Also performing at Bates dur¬
ing the year was the Black Eagle
Jazz Band, the Talking Drums,
Hot Acoustics, and Bell Vista.
Bates students in Dorm Damage,
Plate of Shrimp, Subculture Sex¬
tet, The Merimanders, and The
Deansmm also entertained the

A scene from the play, Patience, during Short term.
Lane Hall team as Assistant
Deans. In the housing lottery, be¬
tween 100 and 150 students from
the class of 1988 were not placed
by the end of Short Term._

News
While the Trustees visited Bates
last March, they discussed many
relevant issues. Tuition was in¬
creased $980 per student per year,
totaling $13,180. Divestment in
South Africa was another impor¬
tant issue as Bates had invested
several million dollars in South
African companies. A committee
is presently examining the effec¬
tiveness of the Sullivan Principles.
Facilities for handicapped student
became imperative as Eric Kondo
*87 lost the use of his legs in an
October motorcycle accident. The

trustees discussed improving/cre¬
ating facilities for this need.
Despite opposition from Deans
Carignan and Straub, Bates fac¬
ulty voted to make the SATs op¬
tional for admission. This move
created much national attention,
which may have helped push Bates
into the most competitive listing
in Ruggs Guide to the Colleges by
Frederick E. Rugg.
Bates prided itself on some of
last year’s guest speakers. Among
those who spoke are Ezra Vogel,
Ariel Dorfman, Donald Woods,
and Shirley Chisolm.
Four seniors applied nationally
for the $10,000 Watson Scholar¬
ship. Marty Johnson, Bridget
Goodbody, C.J. May, and Jeff
McColioch competed against 66
other finalists from around the
(Continued on Page 11)

-

The crew from The MmcNeil - Lekret Report vfefced the i
I SATs.
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Freshman Class larger than expected

Overcrowding A Problem This Fall
by Karen Elias

News Editor
A housing shortage at Bates,
which last year forced the creation
of student rooms in lounges and
in the Health Center, will continue
to be a concern this year. Once
again, the actual numbers of stu¬
dents who will not require housing
did not coincide with the colleges
projections.
This year, the Admissions Of¬
fice hoped to attain a student pop¬
ulation of 1450. After accounting
for the sizes of the three upper
classes, the Admissions Office was
aiming for an incoming class of
409.
But Dean of the College James
Carignan explained that there are
about 75 more students than ex¬
pected. The estimates of the num¬
bers of students who will not at¬
tend Bates this year due to leaves
of absence, junior year abroad, or
withdrawal from the college are
based on the previous three years’
experience. Also, the college must
estimate the numbers of students
returning from leaves of absence
or study abroad.
Though this process took into
account last years problems over¬
crowding, it still could not predict
the exact number of returning stu¬
dents. Though the Housing Office
was able to accurately predict the
number of students who would re¬
turn from time away from Bates,
they were off by about 50 students
when predicting how many would
be withdrawing or taking a leave
of absence this year. Those num¬
bers did not follow the trends in¬
dicated by previous years.
The freshman class is larger
than expected by about nineteen
students, because more accepted
student applicants than expected
chose to attend.
Since the estimations are done
so far in advance of the next ac¬
ademic year, they cannot be en¬
tirely accurate.
When freshmen arrive of Sat¬
urday, they will find that all rooms
in Smith Hall will house four peo¬
ple. In other dormitories and
houses, including Adams, Clason,
Herrick, and Frye, the lounges
that were converted into bed¬
rooms will again be used to house
students.
But based upon last years ex¬
perience, Carignan does not fore¬
see many problems. Though some
parents of incoming students did
complain, last year’s freshmen
had little trouble adjusting to their
crowded or makeshift rooms.
Carignan said that the dissatisfac¬
tion with housing generally
“leaves the campus when the par¬
ents do.”
Last year, some freshmen who
were offered other rooms were re¬
luctant to leave once friendships
had formed. Carignan recalls that
by the end of the year, there were
empty rooms that could not be
filled.
For students who request room
changes due to overcrowding, the
Housing Office will be able to ac¬
commodate “about 80% ” of the
requests.
The problems arising from
overcrowding among freshmen
will be dealt with by an increased
number of Junior Advisors. This
year all freshmen will be housed in

Freshman Centers, and Carignan
hopes that this change, as well as
the increased involvement of JA’s,
will foster the discussion of prob¬
lems before they become serious.

Smith Hall, the all-freshman
dorm, is the home of the
overcrowding problem
this year.

Dean’s Forum
iil

There will be a Dean’s Forum
on Thursday, September 12th at
7:00 p.m. in Chase Lounge. The
agenda for the meeting will be
open and will include a discussion
of the College’s alcohol policy in
light of new State law.

Class of 1989 Chosen from Largest Group
of Applicants Ever
by Karen Elias

News Editor
The Class of 1989 was chosen
from the largest group of appli¬
cants in the college’s history, with
more than 2900 prospective stu¬
dents applying, and a total of 427
accepting places in the class.
Twenty-seven transfer students
will be entering this fall.
According to Director of Ad¬
missions Wylie C. Mitchell, the
Admissions Office must project
the number of acceptances they
will grant to come up with the de¬
sired class size. These projections

are based on past years experience
with the number of acceptances
sent out in April vs. the number
of freshmen who actually arrive in
September.
This year, Admissions had
aimed for a freshman class of 409.
Due to a smaller number of stu¬
dents who send a deposit but for
whatever reason do not show up,
there are 18 more freshmen than
expected.
Like the classes before it, the
class of ’89 comes mainly from
New England and New York, with

Massachusetts being the most
common home state. Following
Massachusetts’ 126 students is
Maine with 52.
In previous years, Connecticut
had been the second greatest
source of students, followed by
Maine. This year the two are re¬
versed, with 43 students from
Connecticut.
From New Hampshire, 29 stu¬
dents chose to attend, followed by
New Jersey with 14.
In all, thirty-two states will be
represented.

What does your JA/RC know?

They have been trained for virtually
every situation
by Laura C. Smith
Assistant Editor
By now everyone has probably
met their Junior Advisor and/or
Resident Coordinator. They are
somehow important, but what do
they do, and what do they know?
Every JA and RC is trained and
prepared for practically any emer¬
gency situation. Instruction on
how to help others handle prob¬
lems such as suicide, depression,
anorexia, alcoholism, death, sex¬
uality and much more is provided.
They are also trained on how to
mediate potentially sticky situa¬
tions between roommates or
dormmates. They are information
sources as they are kept updated
on policies and general relevant
information from the Health Cen¬
ter, Security Office, Office of Ca¬
reer Counseling, and Maintenance
Office.
Says Frye Street Union RC
Kelly Armstrong ’86, “It is an in¬
credibly rewarding experience. We
are learning to help other people
deal with new situations while we
are learning for ourselves how to
deal with stressful situations.”
Even though she has never

known it to be used, Armstrong
said that all JAs and RCs have
been intensively trained with CPR.
Also a strong network between
the Deans, other JAs and RCs has
been established, creating a larger
support system within the campus
society.
The groups are also explained
the imperative need for confiden¬
tiality, and learn to handle prob¬
lems effectively while maintaining
the student’s anonymity.
“I personally believe that they
picked a really nice group of JAs
this year,” commented Arm¬
strong.

Although the job earns each JA
and RC $900 per year, which ac¬
cording to Armstrong is equilavent to 5e per hour, she insists that
“it is not a job—it is part of col- p
lege life.”
[v
Stated RC of Moulton House,
Webb House, and Hacker House
Scott Steinberg, “I think that the
part of the RC or JA orientation
is two fold: First to give the stu¬
dents an idea of the kinds of sit
uations they will be encountering;
during the year, and second to give
students a list of resources avail¬
able to help with those situa¬
tions.”

Mitchell pointed out that there
will be freshmen from five states
that are not represented among the
other three classes. They are Wis¬
consin, South Carolina, Wyo¬
ming, Michigan and Louisiana.
There will be several students
from overseas; four of them are
citizens of France, Greece, Japan,
and Malaysia. Another eight will
be U.S. nationals who live abroad.
Twenty-one incoming freshmen
are the children of alumni.
Like classes before it, 6% of
freshmen are minorities. Approx¬
imately 24 in the class of 1989 are
black, Hispanic, Asian, or Native
American.
Because of the extremely large
number of applicants and the rel¬
atively small amount of students
Bates could accommodate as the
class of ’89, Mitchell indicated
that this was a fairly difficult year
to get into Bates. Only a handful
of freshmen were accepted from
the waiting list.
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Football Team is More Offensive than Ever
by Tom Whalen

Jay Tillman photo

Sports Editor

Chris Cronin ’88 runs windsprints for football pre-season workouts.

Volleyball Ready
New Coach Graef Hopes
Team on Right Track
by Tom Whalen

Sports Editor
The women’s volleyball team
will be returning this season with
a squad that is virtually intact
from a year ago, except for one
notable change.

I

That change is in the coaching
ranks. Gone is the controversial
Donna Turnbaugh and in her
place is Marsha Graef. Graef, an
experienced volleyball coach, has
taught the sport in' addition to
basketball at the high school level
the last ten years in the Kansas
City, Missouri area. She will be
looked to to provide the expertise
and leadership that was noticeably
lacking in last year’s squad.
“I am really excited and look¬
ing forward to having a good sea¬
son,” says Graef. “I think we
have a good sound basis for tak¬
ing on New England competi¬
tion.”
She will be taking over a team
that staggered in with a mediocre
14-14-1 mark at the end of last
season and finished second in the
weak Maine state (MAIAW) tour¬
nament. Graef hopes to improve

on that record this fall.

Offense will be the watchword
for this year’s football squad.
“I’m hoping this will be the best
offensive team I’ve had,” says
Coach Web Harrison. We cer¬
tainly have a great quarterback
that can throw, wide receivers that
can catch, and running backs that
can run, and a good offensive line
that will back them up.”
The evidence would seem to
support him.
Calling signals from the huddle
will be Senior Ron Garrison and
Junior Brian Bonollo. “Garrison
is the most experienced quarter¬
back in my years at Bates,” says
Harrison.
A 2 1/2 year starter Garrison led
the team to a disappointing 3-4-1
finish, but was due to no lack of
effort or talent on his part. He
passed for 1506 yards and six TD’s
despite several nagging injuries.
Backing him up will be Junior
Brian Bonollo. “He can certainly
play for us,” assesses Garrison,
“The only thing going against him
is that Garrison is here.”
Often on the receiving end of
Garrison’s prodigous tosses last
season were upperclassmen Cliff
Hicks and Chris Hickey. Known
for his game-breaking potential
against opponents’ defenses, the
swift Hicks is looking to retain his
status as one of the premier wide
receivers in NESCAC. He had 36
catches for 634 yards last year.
Hickey has, Harrison feels, the
same ability to frustrate defenses.
Rounding off the receiver corps
will be Senior Dave Campbell who
will fill the vacated position of the
departed Peter Mrwoka. In the
backfield Senior John Boyle will
team with likes of Chris Hickey

and Peter Noonan to give the
Bobcats a powerful running game.
Boyle, a senior tri-captain, broke
the single season rushing record
with 857 yards to go along with 9
TD’s. He has a chance this year to
break the all-time Bates rushing
set by Tom Carr ’68.
Overshadowed by Boyle’s suc¬
cess but not less spectacular was
the performance of Sophomore
Chris Hickey. Hickey quietly av¬
eraged 4.8 yards per carry. The
equally unnoticed and indispen¬
sable Peter Noonan will return to
his role as blocking back.
As for the offensive line, ques¬
tions and uncertainty abound. Re¬
turning starter Ron Gabbe will at¬
tempt to make successful transi¬
tion from offensive tackle to
center.
“He has good size and fills a
need for us,” says Harrison of the
versatile upperclassman.
Junior Chris Jackson, the only
other returning starter from last
year offers experience at tackle.
Bob Scalise will get a long, careful
look at the other guard position.
At tackle the improving John
McFarland and P.J. Collins will
start. Both are known for their ex¬
ceptional pass blocking ability.
The tight end position will be up
for grabs according to Harrison.
Bill Dunn and Dave Eberhard are
probable candidates here.
Defensively, more problems
arise. An inexperienced defensive
line that will be anchored by Se¬
nior tri-captain Rico Corsetti tops
the list. Corsetti will play defen¬
sive end and offer stability and
leadership to his fledging team¬
mates on the line. The other de¬
fensive end has yet to be deter¬
mined. Finding one will be one of
Harrison’s top priorities in train¬
ing camp. The two tackles will be

Tennis to Continue Winning

To ensure this end, she has pre¬
scribed a special four week pre¬
season workout program for the
returning upperclassmen. “I’ve
gotten good responses with it and
the girls seem to be excited,” says
Graef.
Among the players to look for
in upcoming season will be senior
Sarah McSweeney and juniors
Emily Gabler and Deb Smith.
McSweeney earned a spot on the
MAIAW All-Tournament Team
last year. By a coach’s poll, Ga¬
bler and Smith were named to the
First All-State Team.
Other, players coming back in¬
clude senior Millie Rey, juniors
Kim Finnethy and Becka Plum¬
mer, and sophomores Gabriella
Fodor, Chris Hummel, Elizabeth
Shaw, and Tracy Smith.
Freshmen hoping to contribute
will be Krista Bourauein, Caroline
Deminski, Courtney Hobbs, and
Monica Lengyel.
Bates will have its first scrim¬
mage at home September 7 at 10
A.M. with the hosting of the
MAIAW tournament.

the unproven John Budrewicz and
Jay Fro^t. For Budrewicz it will be
a new position as he has two years’
experience on special teams and
offense. As for Frost, Harrison is
impressed with his strength and
size, and believes he will make an
impact at tackle.
In the linebacking corps, Har¬
rison has outside linebacker Dan
Perry, who led the team in inter¬
ceptions for the 1984 fall cam¬
paign. Dean Lindher recently
moved over from defensive end
will be opposite Perry. Bob Don¬
ahue will be in the Middle.
In the defensive secondary Jun¬
iors Joe DiBiasi and John Rosen
will patrol the defensive backfield
in pursuit of errant passes. Senior
John Harris, after sitting out his
junior year, will return as a con¬
tender for that position. Mike
O’Connor is slated for free safety
with Senior Pete Wyman at the
strong position. Chris Cronin and
Matt Hall will also see some play¬
ing time according to Harrison.
The special teams will be an¬
other area lacking in experience.
“There are some things we have
to improve upon,” concedes Har¬
rison.
Harrison says these spots will be
filled with first and second-year
players.
In the kicking department, Jun¬
ior Rob Little, who tallied 31
points last year, will return to the
field. Punting will be a wide open
contest for whoever catches Har¬
rison’s attention.
As for the incoming group of
freshmen, Harrison feels there is
talent to be harnessed for the of¬
fensive and defensive lines, but
little in the way of skill positions.
The Bobcats open their regular
season against Amherst on Sep¬
tember 24.

While paired with Brian Duffy, Brad Easterbrook ’88, shown above,
was nearly unbeatable.

“We should be very strong this
year,” says tennis Coach George
Wigton. Rank that as the under¬
statement of the year.
The team posted a 3-0 mark last
fall including a memorable
thrashing of UMO at Orono and
had a disappointing 6-5 record in
the spring. But mere numbers and
statistics don’t tell the complete
story. It’s who’s coming back
that’s important.
In this particular case it means
the return of sophomore sensa¬
tions Brian Duffy and Brad Eas¬
terbrook. Together they won the
State of Maine doubles champi¬
onship and went on to the Divi¬
sion III nationals.
Besides being successful dou¬
bles partners, each will vy for the
top two singles positions or the
team.
Next in line to them is senior
Jerry Tatlock who will hold the
number three men’s singles spot.
Seniors Scott Hoffman and
Greg Fish and Andy Lubin will do
battle for the remaining varsity
positions on the team.
As for three new freshmen
members joining the squad, Wigton feels they will help the team.
These freshmen are Lewiston res¬
ident Paul Gastonguay, Cliff Uyu,
and Steve Brownton
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Bobcat Harriers Eye Greater Success This Fall
for the top varsity spots if he can
men developing this will be an imremain free of injury.
proved team,” says Slovenski.
Juniors John Fitzgerald and
Other returning runners include
Some might suggest that with Mark Hatch, last year s roomseniors Tim Longacre, Dave Ken¬
the loss of Jamie Goodberlet, mate All-American combo, lead
nedy, and Tom Whalen, Junior
John Cullen, Mike Fanning, and the group of those returning with
Alex Hammer, and sophomores
Tony Zydlewski to graduation, the varsity experience. “John has
Rob Butler and Doug Taylor.
men’s cross country team will be been running really good this
As for the six incoming fresh¬
hardpressed in repeating the sue- summer and will mature even
men prospects, Slovenski believes
cess achieved of one year ago.
more with a really good year,” asthey will help bolster the depth
After all the 1984 edition with sesses Slovenski.
Hatch is in
and versatility of the team.
those four seniors contributing great shape also and will give him
considerably compiled one of the a battle for leadership on the
“They (freshmen)) are a good
best dual meet season records in team.
cross country types, but they hav¬
Bates history, along with securing
1° the three through five posien’t had any earthshaking pera number two ranking in New tions, Bates has sophomores Mark
formences as of yet. I’m sure a
England Division III. But Coach Desjardins, and Jim Huleatt, and
couple of them will figure in big
Walt Slovenski is not bothered by junior Dave Conrad. Desjardins
on the varsity.” The freshmen in¬
such deflating talk and for good and Huleatt are coming off im¬
clude Steven Browning, William
pressive freshmen seasons in
reason.
Hamblen, David Hindle, Brendan
He has two Division 111 All- ; which they stepped in and gave Krause, Joshua Krell, and Donald
Americans and three other top opponents a formidable forth and Powell.
varsity performers returning to the , fifth man scoring duo to contend
Bates will inaugurate the open¬
fold this year in addition to a with. More good things are ex¬
ing of the fall season with the run¬
pected
from
them
again
this
year.
group of talented freshmen. “1
ning of the annual Alumni Meet
have a feeling that with all those ■As for Conrad, Slovenski feels he
on Sunday, Septemer 1 at 10 A.M.
returning and all the underclass- will be ready for a “real battle”
by Tom Whalen
Sports Editor

Women Tennis Hopeful for 1985
The women’s tennis team will
be looking at least to match or
even to improve upon last year’s
record of 6-5. This task, however,
will be a difficult one to pull off
as the team has to contend with
the loss of Virginia Berman, who
has gone JYA.
Although Berman had a 5-6 sin¬
gles mark last season, she shown
brightly in doubles action with
junior partner Heidi Niit. To¬
gether they combined for an im¬
pressive 4-0-1 mark. Even though

the loss of Berman will undoubt¬
edly hurt, there appears to be
enough talent around to pick up
the slack.
This is certainly the case with
juniors Alice Danielson and Ash¬
ley Parker. All Danielson did last
year was to compile a 7-3 mark to
lead the team in wins in singles,
and provide leadership. Potts was
just slightly less impressive, as she
tallied a 6-2 singles record. Potts
along with Junior Ashley Parker,
who is 'he squads captain, pooled

their talent together to produce a
7-3-1 mark.
Juniors Andrea Elhom (3-5)
and Heidi Niit (6-4) will round off
the other tourneys to Varsity po¬
sitions. Other candidates for var¬
sity singles will be junior Sandra
Liepins, and sophomores Susan
Eagan, Ellen Fried, Melissa
Hackel, Kari Orim, and Jennifer
Robert.
George Wigton, the men’s ten¬
nis coach, will serve as the wom¬
en’s coach this season.

This fall’s Cross Country team includes many hopefuls, including Mark
Hatch ’87.

Soccer Faces Tough Schedule
by Tom Whalen
Sports Editor
“We’ve seen a lot of improve¬
ment the two years I’ve been here
in terms of talent, attitude, and
commitment, and if the guys con¬
tinue to work as hard we’ll have
an improvement in our record.”
These are the cautiously opti¬
mistic words spoken by men’s
soccer coach George Purgavie in
regards to his team’s chances for
the upcoming season. And there is
a good reason to be so cautious.
Bates has, as has been the case
last year, one of the toughest Di¬
vision III schedules in New Eng¬
land. Case in point: the Bobcats
will be facing such tough oppo¬
nents as Williams, Babson, Am¬
herst, Middlebury, and Colby. All
of these teams were ranked high in
Division III standings last year
and most made post-season tour¬
nament appearances. Nevertheless
despite a 1984 record of 2-8-1,
Purgavie is steadfast in his refusal
to make any complaints or alibis
about any unfairness in the sched¬

uling.
Joining them will be such up¬
perclassmen standouts as forward
Steve Abrams, who led the team
in scoring last year, midfielder and
1984 CBB all-star Justin Ward,
and sophomore wingmen Todd
Colemen and Alex Palacios.
Ward will probably be moved
to the centerback position this fall
according to Purgavie.

ented players up from the J.V.
ranks and a flock promising young
freshmen. Of the J.V. players
Brian Davis, Gerg Miller, Shawn
Nolan, Will Ross, and George
Stewart among others will be given
a shot at contributing regularly on
the senior squad.
As for the incoming freshmen,
All-New England high school
midfielder Jeff Gitlin stands out
as the best prospect.

“True the schedule is as tough
as anybody’s, but our program is
getting stronger because we are
playing the best and our players
are getting much out of the ex¬
perience.”

Purgavie is looking for a .500
or better season as a realistic aim
for his team to strive for. “If we
can do this, it will be a major ac¬
complishment considering our
schedule.”

Leading this year’s group of re¬
turning varsity lettermen which
numbers 11 will be co-captains A1
Kropp and John Stewart. Kropp
is an experienced midfielder, while
Stewart is a starting fullback in the
back field.

The goaltending situation is still
up in the air, but last season’s J.V.
netminder Brian Davis would
seem to have the inside track on
the job.

Complementing them and
hopefully making a big impact on
the squad will be a group of tal¬

The team will get its first taste
of game action at home this sea¬
son on September 7 during the an¬
nual Alumni game held at 11:30
A.M.

Field Hockey Hoping to
Continue Tradition

The men’s soccer team hopes to improve on last year’s record with the
help of sophomore Alex Palacios.

“We’ve lost a lot,” is how Field
Hockey Coach Sherry Deschaine
prefaces any remarks about this
year’s team. The evidence cer¬
tainly backs her up on this ac¬
count.
Gone are Paula Pomponi,
Georganne Ebersold, Monique
Petty to name a few lost to grad¬
uation. Together they helped carry

the Bobcat squad to a sensational
9-4-1 mark, and a third consecu¬
tive State of Maine Collegiate
Championships. This impressive
showing was further enhanced by
a stellar six game winning streak
at the end of the season.
But, that is all in the past, as
Deschaine is painfully aware. In¬
stead the most successful women’s

coach at Bates last year will pin
her hopes on seniors Sue Chick,
Karen Drugee, and Jane Spordacia.
“Iam looking for strong years
from these three,” says Des¬
chaine. “I hope they will be able
to start something that will carry
(Continued on Page 7)
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Harriers Look Toward 1985 Season
by Tom Whalen
Sports Editor

ule and I think we’ll finish above
.500 if all goes right,” says Court
in assessing the upcoming season.

1984 N.C.C.A. Division III Na¬
tionals qualifier Sue Flynn has
graduated and standout distance
runner Kathy Kraemer has gone
JYA. Enough said?

Returning varsity letter winners
from last year include juniors Peg
Brosnahan, Gretchen Ehart, and
Jeanette McWhan, and sopho¬
mores Amy Jones and Pam Oest.

Well, not exactly. For you see
women’s cross country coach
Carolyn Court still has to face the
music; in this case to the tune of
losing her top two varsity runners
from a year ago. With them lead¬
ing the way, the team finished with
a respectable 7-4-1-dual meet last
season and placed 13th out of 26
other women’s harrier squads in
the N.C.C.A. Qualifying Meet in
Boston.
Impressive showing to be sure,
but now Court must pick up the
proverbial pieces and attempt to
put together a team that hopefully
can compete on an equal level with
their immediate predecessor. And
chances are with a little luck, they
could possibly pull it off, but re¬
member you didn’t hear it here
first.
“We’ve got a really good sched¬

Brosnahan performed well last
year and Court is looking for more
of the same from her this year. As
for Ehart, Jones and Oest, Court
indicated they have matured as
runners and should figure promi¬
nently in the team’s scoring.
A wait-and-see approach will be
applied to Betty Barr, the only se¬
nior on this year’s squad. Barr,
who was out with injury last year,
is attempting a comeback and, if
healthy, could mightily contrib¬
ute.
Other upperclassmen running
on the team will be sophomores
Kearstin Anderson, Bronia Clif¬
ton, and Elizabeth Sheehan.
Freshmen joining the team will
be Sarah Alfpatch, Elaine Coughlan, and Kerry O’Leary.
Bates opens its regular season

September 7 at 1:30 P.M. at home
with the annual Can-Am Invita¬
tional Meet. Such schools as U.
Mass, at Boston, Dalhousie,
Brandeis, and New Brunswick will
compete in it.

Field
Hockey
(Continued from Page 7)
over to the rest of the team.”
Chick was a stand out in the swee¬
per position last season, and it is
hoped that Spordacia will provide
some stable leadership at both of¬
fensive and defensive ends respec¬
tively. Spordacia especially will be
needed to provide some much
needed offensive punch to a squad
that had one of the strongest de¬
fenses in the conference last year.
Another returning upperclass¬
man, Deschaine will look to is
goalie Anne Marie van Hueven.
Other varsity hopefuls include
juniors Karen Asturias, Kathleen
Crowley, Amy Fenander, Maria
Goodney, Elizabeth Homans,
Christine Mangiafico, and Gail
Riley. And, returning sophomores
include Jane Davis and Sara Steinart.

Womens Soccer Promises
Winning Season in 1985
by Tom Whalen
Sports Editor
Coach Court will sorely miss the services of Kathy Kraemer and AllAmerican Nancy Bell this season.
brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and
A defense
against cancer 4.cauliflower.
Be moderate in consumption
of salt-cured, smoked and nitritecan be cooked up cured foods.
5. Cut down on total fat intake
in your kitchen. from
animal sources and fats and
There is evidence that diet and
cancer are related. Follow these
modifications in your daily diet to
reduce chances of getting cancer.
1. Eat more high-fiber foods such
as fruits and vegetables and wholegrain cereals.
2. Include dark green and deep
yellow fruits and vegetables rich in
vitamins A and C.
3. Include cabbage, broccoli,

oils.
6. Avoid obesity.
7. Be moderate in consumption
of alcoholic beverages.
No one faces cancer alone.

1

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

“We’re not rebuilding, just re¬
loading,” is the way women’s soc¬
cer coach Dianne Boettcher de¬
scribes the transition her team will
be making this fall. Gone from the
team which finished the regular
season last year with a school
record of eight victories are nine
varsity members. Yes, graduation
and JYA have taken their toll in
terms of squad experience and
depth, especially in the backfield,
but Boettcher looks at it another
way.
“We had one of the strongest
benches last year, but because of
our great depth,” explains
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Boettcher, “not everyone got as
much playing time as they would
have liked. Now these people will
get every opportunity to shine.”
Among those setting the oppor¬
tunity will be the following;
• Denise Barton. A one time
freshman All-New England full¬
back last year, Barton scored an
impressive total of four goals last
year and other more important
tangibles. “Before she got here we
had trouble getting the ball out of
our end and pushing it upfield,”
says Boettcher. “She was the one
person who made the greatest
amount of difference on the
team.”
• Dianne Murphy. This senior
is described by Boettcher to be one
of the most versatile members on
the team. “She can play halfback
and fullback and take charge of
the field when she has the ball,”
says Boettcher. She will probably
start as a fullback.
• Erica Rowell. Converted
from a halfback into a forward
last year, she has, according to
Boettcher, gained a deal of con¬
fidence and skill in her position.
“I think she’ll fit in well in our at¬
tack this year,” offers Boettcher.
• Tracy Penny. This sopho¬
more saw a lot of playing time last
year, “she’s a fast halfback who
can play wing when needed.”
• Amy Baker. “She’s the stea¬
diest freshman I’ve ever coached,”
says Boettcher. “She knows the
game and figures prominently in
our long term plans.” She will
play at the halfback position.
• Donna DeFreitas. A junior
outside halfback, DeFrietas is
slated to see a considerable
amount of action this year.
Knowledgable of the game and
possessor of good individual
skills, she has shown her value to
a team style of playing by getting
the ball upfield to the scoring for¬
wards.

These players will complement
such seasoned veterans as All-New
England performers Nadia White
and Laurie Pinbeck, and Brenda
Gostanian and Linda Stanley.
White, a junior, has 13 goals, 3
assists as a halfback in her Bates
career. “She has all the energy of
a dynamo and is all over the
field,” observes Boettcher.
Pinbeck, a junior forward, had
nine goals last year, thus making
her the all time leading scorer in
Bates history with a career total of
16. “She’s worked really hard and
is the best one on one player on
the team,” says Boettcher.
Gostanian will return to goal
this season, the first Bates netminder ever to do so. Inserted into the
starting lineup after an injury to
varsity upperclassman goalie Stephenie Smith, Gostanian came in
and won the job for keeps with an
aggressive style of play.
Stanley, a junior forward, is the
second leading scorer in the pro¬
gram’s history with a total of 12
in her career. “She’s a steady in¬
fluence on the team,” comments
Boettcher.
With this unique blend of talent
and an influx of some promising
young
freshmen
prospects,
Boettcher feels that the winning
momentum achieved last season
will continue on this season.
Bates plays its first regular sea¬
son contest on September 13 away
at St. Michael’s College.
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Maine Ordinary is Far from Ordinary

The streets of Maine are not
swarming with what we call Yup¬
pies who race to work in their
cushioned running shoes, Jaegar
suits and with their prune-sized
walkmen and posh leather brief
cases. The people of Maine don’t
seem as preoccuppied as the
“Yuppies” with what kind of de¬
signer water to order with their
fitness-related salad at a business
lunch.
Maine inhabitants are less con¬
cerned with appearances or with
society’s latest fads. Because of
this lack of concern, they come
across as more real, less self-con¬
scious, more ordinary.
Why is it then when a person
mentions that he lives in a small
Maine town, attends a Maine
school, or has relatives up in
Maine, people respond with a sort
of snicker?
“Oh Maine ...” they add
knowingly. But knowingly to
what? Mainers are not a separate
species, only different in their
ways from other stereotyped New
Englanders. Maine inhabitants are
considered more ordinary than
most people. But ordinary does
not have a negative connotation
here. In fact, ordinary, in the sense
of being less affected, less fake, is
a great attribute.
When I was at the ripe age of
fourteen, I was privileged to be
able to go on a month long canoe
trip on the Allagash River. This
trip furnished me with an oppor¬
tunity to get to know Maine, nat¬
urally and psychologically.
We, a camp group of twentyfour, started on the west branch
of the Penobscot and journeyed

over many lakes such as Eagle
Lake, Long Lake and the cleanest
lake I’ve ever seen, Allagash Lake.
The majority of the trip was spent
on the Allagash River, a long and
sinuous wonder, kept beautifully
and immaculately by The Alla¬
gash Wilderness Waterway Com¬
mittee. Our trip ended all too soon
up in Canada on a section of the
St. Francis River near a kind old
man’s local store. Mr. Pelletier
was a legend during the trip as his
kindness was unfathomable to all
the camp groups who had made
this trip. On the last day as the late
afternoon sun danced on the
water, we turned a river’s curve
and there was a sign on the left
bank, “Mr. Pelletier’s Store” in
block letters. Within minutes, a
lanky man in dungarees was wait¬
ing by the bank with slits for eyes
from his smile. We all knew it was
Mr. Pelletier.
Our trip on the Allagash, a
month exposed to the Maine wil¬
derness, was more than a canoer’s
dream. It was also a lesson. A les¬
son in what’s important. There are
so many parts to that trip that pop
into my mind when I hear a cer¬
tain noise, smell a special smell, or
feel excited from a specific mem¬
ory. Moose. They were every¬
where, delightfully hideous,
chewing the grasses from the river
bed. Osprey swooping down to
catch their lunch below the liquid
surface. A bald eagle crying over¬
head. Leeches wanting your blood
as well as everyone elses. Enough
said about leeches. And deer, light
and wirey, dazzling us with their
floating runs.
The month was filled with won¬

drous sights like these, but what I
remember most is Edwin Thomas,
a man who to me, exemplified the
real and ordinary attitude of
Maine people. He was delightful.
We met him in upper Maine, near
the border of Canada. In fact, that
night our campsite was pitched on
Maine pine needles, but across the
river the ants were marching on
Canadian pine needles. There was
a tiny island in between the two
banks and we spent several eve¬
ning hours running the small but
challenging set of rapids in empty
canoes on the Maine and Cana¬
dian side of the island.

Victoria Tilney
Arts Editor
As our dinner fire worked to
cook our dinner, we watched a
thin man, standing erect in his
canoe, pole down the Maine side
of the island.
He tipped his cap at us and a
smile stretched across his leathery
face, somewhat hidden in his
beard.
“Ayup, the Maine side of this
island is a fun one. Those rocks

on that Canada side ain’t no fun
when the river’s dry.”
We all stood captivated by him
as he poled with such ease down
the rapids. He steered his way over
to the Maine shore at the end of
the brief rapids, and his river pole
became a land walking stick.
When we asked him where he’d
gotten it and why he didn’t use a
paddle, he answered, “ . . . had
this here pole for years, since 1 was
a boy, yep, since I was a boy. Pad¬
dles ain’t no good.” I suppose he
actually had had that pole for a
long time. He treated it like an ex¬
tension to his arm.
We provided him with a bowl
and fork and he gave us some¬
thing beyond value. He gave us his
time, his stories of river adven¬
tures, his simple thoughts . . .
himself. He told us he’d been
travelling for eleven months, since
October. It was one of his shorter
trips, he added. He charmed us
with the stories told in his collo¬
quial tongue. Some of the sights
we had seen came alive with his
simple rhetoric.
“Moose,” he stated matter-offactly, “moose eat those green
reeds with a daft smile on their
faces.” He chuckled. “But Maine
wouldn’t be Maine without ’em.

Daft moose.”
He sat with us for hours on the
pine bed, his pole and walking
stick, being the same tool, lying
worn beside him. He knew a great
deal about rivers, canoeing, ani¬
mals, the wilderness. He was even
a close friend of Mr. Beman,
whom we had met when he had
flown in his yellow sea plane down
to deliver our second installment
of food. It seemed as if Edwin
Thomas knew about everything
that was important.
He didn’t quote Kierkegaarde
or give his opinion of the Dow
Jones. He did not say much phil¬
osophical or analytical as an aca¬
demic or a highly paid business
man in Boston or New York City
might. But he gave us more, he
gave us his time.
People, unlike this Maine man,
who consider themselves to be in
the “fast lane”, who spend all
their time hurrying to get to some
other crucial meeting or to a store
to get the latest in Perrier water or
cushioned, cycadelic running
shoes do not take the time just to
stop, to smell the pines, to watch
the ants busily working on their
hills, to talk to people and to share
themselves. That is what makes
Maine people ordinary, charming.

Book Review

The Simplicity of Pooh: Is He a Taoist?
by Victoria L. Tilney
Arts Editor
Summer is a time for listening
to the bees making honey. It is a
time to count the clouds in the sky.
It is a time to play, to treat your¬
self, or just sit in the shade of a
tree and ponder. Winnie-the-Pooh
does all of these things, yet Ben¬
jamin Hoff in his book, The Tao
of Pooh, believes that Pooh be¬
cause of his simplemindedness and
innocence is the paradigm of the
ancient Chinese philosophy
Taoism.
Pooh never gets out to do any¬
thing. He never creates absurdly
high goals for himself. He never
gets frustrated that deadlines are
not met or that lost belongings are
not found. Because Winnie-thePooh doesn’t worry and merely
lives in a world of pure simplicity
and naturalness, he is able to wal¬
low in a completely happy exist¬
ence. Therefore, Pooh exemplifies
Taoism, the ancient Chinese sys¬
tem of religion and philosophy
that advocates the “noninterfer¬
ence of the course of natural
events to attain a happy and har¬
monic existence.”
Taoism has existed for thou¬
sands of years. Pooh has been
around for many a childhood.
Can they really coincide readily?
Let us take a look.
Please recall the sag a of Eeoyore’s lost tail. The forest is in an
uproar. Eeyore’s pessimistic head
hangs lower than usual. Rabbit,

and all his friends and relations,
Piglet, Tigger, Kanga, and Roo
search for the lost tail. Pooh eats
some honey and composes a new
song as he meanders through the
forest wishing each animal he
comes upon a “Happy Tuesday.”
He decides to drop by on Owl.
Something most peculiar hap¬
pens. Owl has a new doorpull. A
visitor can either knock or pull the
doorpull. This new doorpull looks
strangely familiar to Pooh. It is
Eeyore’s tail and as always, Pooh
has just happened upon the solu¬
tion to the forest’s latest predica¬
ment. He ascertains that Owl has
found it in a bush and thought it
would make a grand doorpull. He
explains to Owl that a friend of his
is feeling rather incomplete with¬
out it. He recovers it and returns
it to Eeyore as if it were nothing.
The Taoists, according to Hoff,
would say that Pooh was able to
recover the tail and solve the
problem without a worry or a real
search merely because he’s Pooh,
a robust, little bear who enjoys
each day for what it is. He doesn’t
anticipate what is going to happen
the next week or regret what hap¬
pened the preceding week. He
sniffs the flowers, engages in ex¬
citing “expotitions” and doesn’t
pollute his mind with notions that
might disrupt the proper order of
things.
Pooh thinks a great deal. He
and the forest compliment each
other like the morning sun
through the tops of pine trees. He

daydreams about whether he can
catch a heffalump, and about his
friends, Piglet and Christopher
Robin. But his pondering is dif¬
ferent than most people’s. But
why? How can Pooh exemplify an
ancient philosophy, solve all the
forest’s dilemmas, and get things
done when he never sets out to do
any of these things? Precisely be¬
cause he doesn’t set out to accom¬
plish anything, only happiness.
“He waved a paw at them over his
shoulder, and was gone: leaving
such an air of excitement and Idon’t-know-what behind him.”
(The House at Pooh Corner.)
He is always referred to as “silly
old bear” or a “bear of very little
brain.” Yet, it is only Winnie-thePooh who can find Eeyore’s tail
when he wasn’t looking for it, try
to trick some bees out of their
honey disguised as a little rain
cloud, or discover the North Pole
in the act of stopping Roo from
being swept down a stream.
There is something delightful
about Winnie-the-Pooh ... his
simplicity,his innocence, his hap¬
piness at the sight of a new but¬
terfly or at a jarful of honey, his
capacity for friendship. The Tao
of Pooh delightfully captures the
childlike magic of the Pooh sto¬
ries while simultaneously hearing
them with an easy-to-understand
approach to Taoism.
As Pooh would say in the sheer
joy of a moment, “Sing ho tfor
the life of a bear.”
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Theatre Festival Highlights Summer at Bates
by Victoria L. Tilney
Arts Editor
Fantasy, controversy, totalitari¬
anism, humor, and social, moral,
and political issues were some of
the fan-fare that decorated the
theatre at Bates College this sum¬
mer. The 1985 Bates Festival The¬
atre was a harvest of plays with
great diversity. Three plays made
up the festival: DANDELION, a
children’s theatre production,
MISS MARGARITA'S WAY,
written by a Brazilian playwright,
and MOBILE HOME, a play
written by Bates theatre depart¬
ment chairman Martin Andrucki.
DANDELION, written by Ju¬
dith Martin and Donald Ashwander, is a production of the chil¬
dren’s theatre that instructs as it
entertains. It includes song, com¬
edy, dance and presents a musical
fantasy of the evolution of the
world.
On quite a different theatrical
level, was Roberto Athayde’s
MISS MARGARITA'S WAY. It
depicted totalitarianism in the
classroom in a rather outrageous
fashion. The play starred Lyn
Green of the Portland Stage Com¬
pany’s “Threepenny Opera”

fame. The play is considered
rather shocking in that it includes
some explicit language and some
caustic comedy.
The last play was the premiere
of Bates professor, Andrucki’s
play, MOBILE HOME. It was
noted to be a “provocative and
darkly humorous family drama.”
It confronts many issues and so¬
cial predicaments . . . adultery, ar¬
son, the eradication of the mod¬
ern American family. Irony and
surprising role reversals are also
weaved brilliantly into the play.
The festival, a professional and
educational program in acting, di¬
recting, playwriting, and scenography, ran from July 14-August
10. It also included apprentice¬
ships, a New Playwrights’ Work¬
shop, and company associates.
The New Playwrights’ Workshop
presented staged readings of the
latest works by several of the
country’s newest playwrights.
The festival *was partially
funded by grants from LPL Plus
APL and the Maine State Com¬
mission on Arts and Humanities.
The 1985 Bates Festival Theatre, a
professional theatre, proved to be
a smashing success and a show of
diversity and insight.

Bad Movie Connoisseurs
Prepare Yourselves
If you’ve ever wanted to watch
“rock monsters” threaten heroic
(if stupid) astronauts, or midget
cowboys walk under swinging sa¬
loon doors, or films made by the
worst director of all time, take
heart!
All these, and much more, will
be on the Schaeffer Theatre screen
Wednesday through Friday, Sept.
11-13, in the first-ever Bates Col¬
lege Bad Movie Festival. Seven hi¬
lariously terrible works of cinema
“art,” along with equally memo¬
rable short subjects, have been
obtained for the festival.
“One nice thing about booking
bad films is they’re so cheap,”
said festival coordinator Rick
Denison, who works in the col¬
lege’s News Bureau. “That way,
we can keep the admission charge
way down and still offer good en¬
tertainment.”
“I think it’s a great idea,” said
Assistant Dean James Reese, who

is helping plan the extravaganza.
“Rick came up with some amaz¬
ingly awful movies, and it should
be a lot of fun. There’s something
good every night.”
Each evening’s program in
Schaeffer Theatre begins at 7 p.m.
and tickets, at $1 each, will be
available at the door.
“This is something I’ve wanted
to try for quite a while,” said
Denison, a self-described fan of
awful movies. “There have been
festivals like this in Boston and
New York, but it’s the first one in
Maine that I know of.” He said
he takes his inspiration from au¬
thors Michael and Harry Medved,
two young Californians who have
written three books about bad
cinema.
Here is the program for the fes¬
tival.
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 10: God(Continued on Page 11)

Katherine Lange (L) of Auburn and Carolyn Stockwell (R) in Dandelion at the Bates Theatre Festival.

Havoc Caused by Coke Bottle
by Victoria L. Tilney
Arts Editor
A leather thong stretches
around his taut buttocks and holds
the leather G-string in place. It is
as brown as he is. A primitive bow
and arrow is slung over his shoul¬
der. He only speaks the primeval
clicking language of the African
Bushmen. But what is out of
place? He is holding a glass CocaCola bottle as he strides quickly
through the bushlands.
He and his tribe call the bottle
“the evil thing”. It fell from the
sky one day and disrupted their
neat world absent of anything adulturated by man and absent of
jealousy or any other bad feelings.
They think that the Gods must be
crazy to send this hard, smooth,
jealousy- provoking object to

them.
And perhaps they are. “The
Gods Must Be Crazy”, a delight¬
ful and clever film has been
around for several years yet has
continued to attract only big au¬
diences of appreciative rather than
sex craved, trendy viewers. It has
been called one of the best cult
films ever to have been created.
The film weaves three story lines
in an ingenius fashion. There is the
Bushman who finally decides he
must take “the evil thing” and
throw it off the end of the Earth.
There are the political bad guys
who raise havoc in an unusually
nonviolent way. There is the bril¬
liant biologist who dissolves into
an inarticulate and clumsy idiot in
the presence of the beautiful
school teacher.
The three story lines fit together

in a charming, clever, and amus¬
ing puzzle. But, that is not all. The
photography is both stunning and
knee slappingly funny. The cam¬
era sweeps over herds of corpulent
hippopatami wallowing in mud,
over lush landscapes and finger¬
like trees, and over galloping gi¬
raffes whose beauty is breathtak¬
ing.
But it is also amusing. How do
you show in a film a man driving
in a car with no brakes from point
A to B on which there are several
gates that need to be opened and
shut while still retaining the au¬
dience’s attention. Well, you
merely speed up the film. Simple
and ingenius. But get the brake¬
less jeep through the gates? . . .
I’ll never tell.
(Continued on Page 11)

Exhibit Opening - Tom Paiement
prints and drawings
Treat Gallery l-4pm, September 5-29.
Opening Reception - September 5
7-9pm
refreshments served

Third Annual Dance Festival Attracts Famous Guests
by Victoria Tilney
Arts Editor

Marta Renzi of Marta Renzi and Dancers leading a class discussion as
part of the 1985 Bates Dance Festival.

Few students when they pack up
to leave for their summer holiday
realize how much goes on at Bates
in their absence. Much organiza¬
tion and thought during the aca¬
demic year is devoted to the activ¬
ities of the summer months. The
third annual Bates Dance festival
was one of those events that made
the Bates summer of 1985 a mar¬
velous success.
The dance festival dazzled the
audiences of Maine residents, stu¬
dents, and families with its cre¬
ativity and diversity. It featured
flying ballet dancers, energetic
jazz dancers, contorting modern
dancers, lectures, workshops,
video presentations, classic film
showings, and receptions.
The three week long program

furnished full and part-time stu¬
dents with daily classes. They were
able to exhibit their talent and
dancing prowess during the abun¬
dance of different presentations.
Students were not the only per¬
formers. The festival also in¬
cluded many celebrated dancers
and choreographers. The festi¬
val’s reputable faculty included:
Dan Wagoner, Jo Ann FregaletteJansen, Kirstin Draudt, Walter
Nicks, and Marta Renzi.
Dan Wagoner and Dancers
made Shaeffer Theatre come alive'
on July 18. Wagoner started his
own company and has danced
with Martha Graham and Paul
Taylor in the past. The festival
also hosted a reception, in Chase
Hall Lounge that furnished the
public with an opportunity to meet
Dan Wagoner and Dancers mod¬
ern dance troupe.

The festival also included a trio
of group dance formation headed
by Brian Crabtree, Paul Sarvis,
and Gretchen Berg.
Aside from the big shows in
Shaeffer Theatre, the festival also
presented some special events
open to the public, most of which
were free of charge. These events
took place in Chase Hall Lounge.
There was a discussion and dance
video presentation with Walter
Nicks who is teacher and artistic
director at the Walter Nicks Dance
Theatre. Paul Palmer, sports
coach/physical therapist, spoke
on the prevention and treatment
of dance and sports injuries.
Marta Renzi, dancer and choreog¬
rapher, presented a discussion
with videos.
The 1985 Bates Dance Festival
(Continued on Page 11)
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Bates Forum
More productive, practical activism shows itself
Many Americans currently have
a nasty stereotype of modern-day
college students as more politi¬
cally apathetic and conservative
than their 1960s counterparts. But
what most people don’t realize is
that 1980s campus activism has
taken on such a unique shape that
to compare the two eras of activ¬
ism would be like trying to com¬
pare the Soviet judicial system
with the American. It’s a whole
different ballgame.
For instance, at Harvard, law
students taking tax courses help
local residents prepare their tax
returns free of charge, while other
students volunteer to assist Bos¬
ton’s inner city schools teach dis¬
advantaged youngsters how to
read.
New York University has a pro¬
gram in the South Bronx that
sends students into public schools
to teach teenagers with learning
disabilities how to use computers.
Stanford undergrads travel to the
Mexican-American barrios of
Redwood City and East Palo Alto
to help their poorer neighbors with
legal problems and to answer
questions about social services.

Activism, you see, has taken on
an entirely different shape in the
1980s. In the 60s and early 70s,
students were taking on global is¬
sues like the Vietnam War and
Watergate. Today, with the nota¬
ble exception of the relatively mild
protests about South Africa’s sys¬
tem of aparthied, activism is much
more community-based.
Many people, especially those
who were a part of the 60s colle¬
giate experience, claim that activ¬
ism is now dead on college cam¬
puses. This is not true. What has
declined is the protest atmosphere
that was the hallmark of 60s ac¬
tivism. If activism is defined as
activity which seeks to bring about
change in people’s lives, then it is
far from dead. It just seems to
have changed its address.
And at Bates College, situated
in a “metropolitan area” with the
third lowest per capita income in
the nation, students volunteer
their time to tutor students at
Lewiston Junior High School,
contribute regularly to the Red
Cross Blood Drive, and work with
the Downtown Development and
Management Corporation on the

How DO 1 I^NOW BISHOP

revitalization of Lisbon Street.
The new community-based ac¬
tivism doesn’t make headlines like
the peace marches and the sit-ins
did. But that doesn’t mean that
today’s college student is any less
concerned with society’s ills. He
has instead found a different, and
perhaps more practical, outlet for
his concerns._

Jamie Merisotis
Which is better, activism 60sstyle, or the updated version of the
80s? It’s hard to tell. Whereas 60s
college students used massive
demonstrations to show group
support for a cause, the 80s stu¬
dent seems to prefer making her
mark in an individual manner. On
both levels, change has occurred,
but the methods have obviously

Academic pressure at Bates?
This is a question that will be the
topic of many discussions during
the upcoming year, including the
Sugarloaf conference next week¬
end. Although academics will oc-
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ENDNOTES—Lewiston is the
second largest city in the state of
Maine, behind only Portland.
. . . The class of 1989, which num¬
bers about 430, was selected from
the largest number of applicants
in the college’s history (more than
2900 applied). . . . The Dean of
the College’s Office reports that
the class of 1985 had a grade point
average of 2.863. In recent years,
upperclass grade point averages
have hovered around 2.7 to 2.8.
For freshmen, it is usually much
lower, in the 2.3 to 2.4 range.
. . . Good luck in your first se¬
mester at Bates.

Jamie Merisotis is Editor Emer¬
itus of The Student

Reagan to Continue His ‘Effective’
Practice in South Africa

WHAT
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changed considerably in the past
two decades.
Whatever the case of cause may
be, the important thing is that to¬
day’s college students are in¬
volved. Activism is alive and well
on college campuses across the
nation, helping people in impor¬
tant ways. And Bates is very much
a part of this national trend.
In your first few weeks at Bates,
take the time to learn not only
about the rigors of academics and
the social nuances that make up
our community, but also about the
Lewiston-Auburn area and its
people. Then, when you have set¬
tled into the Bates routine, start to
consider how you can become in¬
volved in a community-based
project. It’s the first step toward
student activism, 1980s-style.
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cupy much time, it is important to
remember that the world goes on.
While we embark upon the acquistion of a well rounded liberal
arts education, let us not forget
that there is more to life than
grade point averages.

Michael Meehan
A complete education includes
practical application of the
knowledge that we have gained.
Let’s not become so overwhelmed
that we lose touch with the prob¬
lems of the world. While we were
enjoying our summer vacation,
our leaders in Washington were
taking up several major issues. I
would like to focus on one of these
issues: apartheid.
South Africa practices an op¬
pressive form of government
called apartheid, a system of ra¬
cial segregation. The 4.8 million
whites rule over a country of
nearly 25 million. There has been
pressure placed on Pretoria to end

its practice of apartheid externally
by many nations as well as inter¬
nally. With the unrest in black
townships near Johannesburg and
in the eastern Cape Province,
South African President P. W.
Botha issued a state of emergency
decree on July 21. Increasing lev¬
els of police repression have ex¬
acerbated the situation, thus caus¬
ing further riots with South Af¬
rica.
While Congress was drafting
legislation to apply economic
sanctions on South Africa, the
Reagan Administration was
scrambling to keep its “construc¬
tive engagement” policy or “quiet
diplomacy”, alive by finding some
token concession that could be
made on the part of Botha. After
Reagan’s National Security Ad¬
visor Bud McFarlane met with
South African officials in highlevel meetings rumors were flying
around that Botha would an(Continued on Page 11 )
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Editorial Board

Welcome to Bates!

Try to avoid assigning the obligatory stere¬
otypes of other students, i.e. boho, jock, geek,
etc. Bates students are generally interesting peo¬
ple and stereotypes tend to encourage distinct
cliques to form. Bates social life suffers as a re¬
sult.
Finally, take advantage of the many oppor¬
tunities Bates has to offer. Athletics, Clubs, and
Extracurricular activities are only a part of
Bates. Unique opportunities including Junior
Year Abroad, Semester at Sea, and Exchange
programs to enrich the undergraduate experi¬
ence.
Bates can be enjoyable for everyone provided
that
tolerance and acceptance of others replace
Secondly, and more importantly, open your¬
many
social practices of the past.
self up to new ideas and make an effort to get
—Joseph King
to know the administration and your profes¬

Welcome to Bates College in greater metro¬
politan Lewiston.
Be ready for a challenge both academically
and socially. Remember to enjoy Freshman
Orientation before classes start and the work
begins. Before you go, a few facts about the
first coeducational college in New England.
First, Bates is an isolated school. Do not be
discouraged by this fact, rather use it to your
advantage.
Bates is a relatively close campus. The at¬
mosphere is extremely conducive to developing
good study habits, and to cultivate productive
and long lasting friendships.

sors. Speak out in class and voice your opin¬
ions.
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Are the Gods Really Crazy?
(Continued from Page 9)
It is amazing that this film
which incorporates so much—cul¬
ture, sociology, love, comedy, the
evolvement of foreign emotions,
and adventure—has existed in the

theatres for several years without
becoming a block buster hit. Per¬
haps it will continue on for years
with slow and steady brilliance
rather than with a gawdy flash of
momentary success. Perhaps it will
exist as long and as strongly as the
bushmen who live in a world of

clicking noises, beautiful animals,
and admirable customs.
The Gods must have been crazy
to have sent down “the evil thing”
to these primitive bushmen, but
they certainly weren’t crazy to
have sent down this film. It is a
gem not to be missed.

Horrible Movies Abound:
Film Festival
(Continued from Page 9)

zilla vs. Megaton, one of the un¬
ending series of tacky science-ficion epics from Japan; Missile to
the Moon, low-budget U.S. sci-fi
from the ’50s; the campy advice
short How Much Affection, from
1949; and a surprise short featur¬
ing the Three Stooges.
THURSDAY, Sept. 11: Terror
of Tiny Town, a 1938 musical
Western with an all-midget cast;

Safe at Home, a 1962 kiddie fea¬
ture with guest appearances by
New York Yankees Mickey Mantle
and Roger Maris (“Maris as an
actor has been compared unfa¬
vorably with Jack Webb,” Den¬
nison said); another advice short,
1949’s Dating Do’s and Don’ts;
and a classic 1944 Superman car¬
toon (“with gorgeous animation
by the Fleischer brothers,” ac¬
cording to Denison).
FRIDAY, Sept. 12. A tribute to
Edward D. Wood, Jr., who Den¬

ison said is generally considered
“the worst director of all time.”
Featured will be two Wood films,
Bride of the Monster, with Bela
Lugosi in his last role (he died
during production); and Plan 9
From Outer Space, considered by
connoisseurs perhaps the worst
movie ever. An added attraction is
the camp classic, Reefer Madness,
along with a Betty Boop cartoon.
The festival is being co-sponsored by the Film Board and the
CSA office.

Dance Extravanganza
Features Local Talent
(Continued from Page 9)
was augmented by a series of lec¬
tures and workshops. Anne Waxman, a certified Alexander Tech¬
nique teacher from New York
City, gave a free introductory
workshop which described the
method as affording greater
“ease, efficiency and clarity in
dance and all other types of move¬
ment activity.”
Suzanne Levy, dance journalist,
presented a lecture/discussion on
“Contemporary Dance in Amer¬
ica.” Levy is a Lewiston High
School graduate as well as a Bates
College graduate. In her college
years she performed with the Bates
Modern Dance Company. She is
presently a dance historian and

Reagan Views his
Apartheid Practices
(Continued from Page 10)

Scene from the cult classic, Terror of Tiny Town which will appear at the inaugural Bates Bad Film Festival,
September 11-13.

The 1984-85 Year in Review - News
Former Admissions Counselor
and member of the class of 1984
nation for the award. C.J. May is
Susan Preeshl resigned from her
spending this year, after winning
position because of harassment
the award, in Hong Kong, Sin¬
due to sexual preference. Dean
gapore, and Mainland China
Hiss denied the charges.
studying the science of Feng-Shui
Claiming he was harassed by
or Geomancy.
(Continued from Page 3)
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fellow students and the situation
was not rectified by the adminis¬
tration, former Bates student
Dave Gilbert has filed suit against
the college.
Throughout the year there were
several incidents involving violent
physical interaction between Bates
students and Lewiston area resi¬
dents. No charges were ever
brought up.
Despite seemingly endless over¬
crowding problems, in April the
college decided to convert the
Women’s Union, a formerly all
female house, into Frye Street
Union, a student activity center.
A Community Relations Coun¬
cil (CRC) was established as a
forum for airing complaints at the
college. Discrimination and har¬
assment are just two of the sub¬
jects with which the board com¬
posed of students, faculty, and
employees will deal.

critic for The Washington Post.
On July 15, Sallie Wilson pro¬
vided a presentation of videos of
the classic dance genre. Wilson
was a former principal dancer of
the American Ballet Theatre.
Celebrated Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers were not precluded
from the festivities. There was a
showing of “Swing Time” and of
“Top Hat.”
The festival came to a booming
close on July 19 with the Festival
finale, a performance by Bates
Dance Festival students that in¬
cluded dances choreographed by
Wagoner and Renzi.
The Maine State Commission
on the Arts and Humanities partly
funded the 1985 Bates Dance Fes¬
tival.

mantling apartheid.
In an August 15th address to a
regional meeting of South Afri¬
ca’s ruling National Party, Botha
offered no such steps. In fact he
rather arrogantly stated that he
does not believe in the principle of
“one man, one vote.” Botha also
stated that he would not release
Nelson Mandela, a political pri¬
soner arrested in the sixties (one
of the rumored concessions leaked
by our favorite “top administra¬
tion official” for off-the-record
briefings).
It appeared that the Reagan ad¬
ministration was in big trouble.
The House had passed the confer¬
ence package of sanctions which
include a ban on private bank
loans and on computer and nu¬
clear technology sales to the South
African government. The Senate
did not get a chance to vote on the
bill, due to some stalling tactics by
Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) before the
August recess. But when Senate
Foreign Relations chairman Dick
Lugar (R-Ind.), who votes with
Reagan 95% of the time, publically states that the Congress will
override Reagan’s veto, one would
figure that Reagan would have to
concede on this one (although the
conference bill was a watered
down version.)
So here we have Botha state that
he does not agree with the most
basic principle in the U.S. Con¬
stitution- “one man, one vote.”
Scores of people are being ar¬
rested and killed by South African
police daily. Congress is approved
sanctions. And Reagan announces
from Santa Barbara that he feels
that in the past five years his
“constructive engagement” pol¬
icy has been effective and he will
continue that practice.
How does he do this. Several
reasons are possible. First, he
banks on the idea that the Amer-
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ican public is not genuinely inter¬
ested in South Africa, apartheid
and the like. Here he has some
logic. Recently, for example, a
large protest walk on Washington
was planned and only 5,000 peo¬
ple showed up. That’s a fair
amount of people, but nothing
really to rattle the cage of an incumbant president.
Second, Reagan has proven his
ability to disassociate himself with
problems in his administration
(the CIA handbook on terrorism
around debate time is one exam¬
ple), and to shine in the adminis¬
tration’s successes. I mean who
can get mad at an elderly grand¬
father who has just had colon
cancer and skin cancer (hey, Larry
Speakes, was it cancer or should
we ask Nancy about it??). Rea¬
gan’s just a victim of circum¬
stances anyway.
Finally, Reagan can’t wate any
time on things over in Africa.
Those freedom fighters in Nica¬
ragua need his help in this hemi¬
sphere.
President Reagan needs to
know that South Africa is impor, tant to Americans. He has to be
told that U.S. citizens value the
fundamental principles of life and
liberty, and that Americans don’t
want to be associated with a coun¬
try that oppresses its fellow coun¬
trymen, a country that does not
allow for a fair voice for its citi¬
zens. These are the freedom fight¬
ers that Reagan should support.
They are genuinely fighting for the
basic values that our forefather
died for.
Although
Washington
is
hundreds of miles away and South
Africa is an ocean or two away,
we still can make a difference. We
can be involved. Speak up. V rite
your president, senator, and con¬
gressman. Stay informed. Use the
knowledge that we have gained.
Stand up and be counted.
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Clip and mail the coupon below, with your check payable to: The Bates
Student, Box 309 Bates College Lewiston, ME 04240

And So Can You!

Parents, there s no better way of keeping up with the latest campus happenings than with a
subscription to The Bates Student. A staff of over 40 trained journalists works weekly to
provide some of the best college journalism in the country.
If you subscribe now, you’ll be able to receive the same newspaper that is read weekly by
students, faculty, and alumni of Bates College. For just $13.00, you get a subscription that
covers the entire school year (18 issues)—a discount of $2.00 from our regular rate.
So clip out the coupon now, and don’t miss out on a single important event that affects the
entire Bates community.
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